Purpose: To evaluate the repeatability and reproducibility of 2D and 3D hepatic MRE with rigid and flexible drivers at end-expiration and end-inspiration in healthy volunteers. Materials and methods: Nine healthy volunteers underwent two same-day MRE exams separated by a 5-to 10-min break. In each exam, 2D and 3D MRE scans were performed, each under four conditions (2 driver types [rigid, flexible] 9 2 breath-hold phases [end-expiration, end-inspiration]). Repeatability (measurements under identical conditions) and reproducibility (measurements under different conditions) were analyzed by calculating bias, limit of agreement, repeatability coefficient (RC), reproducibility coefficient (RDC), intraclass correlation coefficient (ICC), and concordance correlation coefficient (CCC), as appropriate. Conclusion: This preliminary study suggests that 2D MRE and 3D MRE under most conditions potentially have good repeatability. Our result also points to the possibility that stiffness measured with the rigid and flexible drivers is reproducible. Reproducibility between breath-hold phases was modest, suggesting breath-hold phase might be a confounding factor in MRE-based stiffness measurement. However, larger studies are required to validate these preliminary results.
is emerging as a leading quantitative imaging biomarker (QIB) for hepatic fibrosis [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] . Numerous cross-sectional studies have shown that MRE accurately assesses hepatic fibrosis noninvasively in a variety of chronic liver diseases using histology as the reference standard [4, 5, 9] , and there is growing interest in using MRE to monitor hepatic fibrosis changes longitudinally [10] . However, before MRE can be implemented more widely in research and clinical settings, precision (repeatability and reproducibility) of MRE must be assessed [11, 12] .
Although the precision of hepatic MRE has been assessed in human subjects previously, most prior studies have focused on a single variant of MRE [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] . This variant generates shear waves using a rigid driver and performs image acquisition at end-expiration using a gradient-recalled echo (GRE) MRE sequence [4, 18] . Typically, 2-4 axial slices depicting the through-plane component of the tissue motion are measured, the acquired waves images are processed by a two-dimensional direct inversion algorithm (2D MRE) to estimate a stiffness map (elastogram) of the liver, a region of interest (ROI) is placed on the elastogram, and a final average liver stiffness value is calculated as the QIB [4, 13, 14] . Although this variant provides high accuracy for diagnosis of hepatic fibrosis, newer MRE sequence, inversion algorithm, and driver design are being developed to further improve this technology [4, 7, 19] .
For example, a recent development is a spin-echo echo-planar (SE-EPI) MRE sequence that has fast scan time, allowing rapid data acquisition of the x, y, and z components of the vector tissue motion over a large volume of the liver in a reasonable time [20, 21] . This allows for data processing using a 3D vector-based inversion algorithm. The tissue stiffness estimation based on this 3D MRE method is more robust and accurate than 2D scalar MRE because it requires fewer assumptions about the polarization and propagation direction of the waves and thus can handle more complex shear wave motion in organs with complicated shapes such as the liver and pancreas [20, [22] [23] [24] . The precision of 3D MRE in the liver has yet to be examined in detail.
Additionally, the rigid driver used in most published studies to date can be uncomfortable for some patients, thus an ergonomic, flexible, prototype driver has been developed recently [19] . Compared to the rigid driver, the flexible driver is more comfortable and, by better conforming to body curvature, may produce more uniform shear waves, potentially further improving hepatic stiffness estimation accuracy [19] . The repeatability of this flexible driver prototype has only been evaluated in one study with 2D MRE [25] . Finally, although it is recommended that MRE be performed at end-expiration, some individuals cannot hold their breath comfortably in expiration and may require end-inspiratory scanning. The effect of breath-hold phase on MRE measurements and the precision of end-inspiratory MRE have been under examined and have only been reported for the standard 2D MRE [26] . Thus, despite the compelling evidence for validation of MRE for assessing hepatic fibrosis, gaps in knowledge remain, especially for MRE variants.
The objective of this pilot study was to evaluate the repeatability and reproducibility of 2D and 3D hepatic MRE with rigid and flexible drivers at end-expiration and end-inspiration in healthy volunteers. Because accuracy of MRE hepatic stiffness estimation depends on shear wave-image quality, we also assessed the waveimage quality of 2D and 3D MRE under these conditions. We did not attempt to assess the reproducibility between 2D and 3D MRE since the inversion algorithms are quite different and it is known that 2D MRE slightly overestimates the stiffness relative to 3D MRE [22, 27] .
Materials and methods

Experimental design
Our institutional review board (IRB) approved this Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act (HIPAA)-compliant study. Nine healthy adult volunteers with no known liver disease were enrolled: five women and four men, mean age 28 years, range 24-37 years; mean BMI 25 kg/m 2 , range 19-31 kg/m 2 . Subjects provided signed informed consent and underwent two sameday MRE exams. Between exams, subjects were removed for 5-10 min, and then repositioned on the scanner table. In each exam, 2D and 3D MRE scans were performed, each under four conditions (2 driver types [rigid, flexible] 9 2 breath-hold phases [end-expiration, end-inspiration]).
MRE exams
All MRE exams were performed on a 3T MRI scanner with commercially available software and hardware (GE Healthcare, Waukesha, WI and Resoundant Inc., Rochester, MN) [4] . Subjects were instructed to fast for at least four hours before the first session to reduce possible confounding physiological effects, and were positioned supine, feet first, with a torso phased-array coil centered at the level of the liver. A dielectric pad was placed anteriorly between the body and the surface coil. Mechanical shear waves at 60 Hz were generated in the upper abdomen using an active driver system located outside the MRI room [4, 20] . Either a rigid or flexible passive driver secured against the right chest wall was used to transmit mechanical vibrations from the active transducer into the body. For maximal driver-body contact, the rigid driver was placed on the right anterior chest wall, while the flexible driver was placed on the right lateral chest wall [19] . The rigid driver is the standard device used in the FDA-cleared commercially available implementation of MRE technology. The flexible driver is an investigational prototype [19, 25] . Three experienced MRI technologists performed the MRE exams in this study and, for any given subject, the same technologist performed both exams.
The propagating shear waves were imaged with a motion-sensitized imaging sequence at either end-inspiration or end-expiration. A gradient-recalled echo (GRE) sequence was used for 2D MRE acquisitions, and a spin-echo echo-planar imaging (SE-EPI) sequence was used for 3D MRE acquisitions [20, 22] . 2D MRE acquired four axial slices through the widest portion of the liver in four separate breath-holds, and for each slice, magnitude and phase images were acquired for four equally spaced phases of the shear wave cycle. 3D MRE acquired 28-32 axial slices through the entire liver in 3 breath-holds, and, for each slice, magnitude and phase images were acquired for three equally spaced phases of the wave cycle. Acquisition parameters are listed in Table 1 . 2D MRE acquisitions produced one set of wave images depicting displacement of the shear wave along the z-direction, while 3D MRE acquisitions produced three sets of wave images, each set depicting displacements along a different orthogonal direction (i.e., x-, y-, and z-directions). Subsequently, a 2D or 3D elastogram, depicting the estimated stiffness value for each pixel, was generated by analyzing all the wave images from the corresponding GRE or SE-EPI image acquisition, using a 2D or 3D inversion algorithm, respectively [20] , [28] , [29] . In addition, for 2D MRE, a confidence map was generated depicting pixel-by-pixel the goodness-of-fit (i.e., R 2 ) of the wave images to a smooth polynomial [30] . The values of the confidence map ranged from 0 to 1, with the latter indicating highquality wave data [30] . Confidence maps were not available for the investigational version of 3D MRE used in our study.
MRE analysis
The magnitude, phase, wave, and elastographic images were transferred offline and analyzed using a custom software package (MRE Quant, Mayo Clinic, Rochester, MN). For each of the 72 2D MRE scans and each of the 72 3D MRE scans selected in random order, one image analyst (KW) drew ROIs in the liver on each reconstructed magnitude image [4, 31] . The analyst was aware of whether the images were generated using 2D MRE or 3D MRE, but was blinded to the acquisition conditions (driver type, respiratory phase), exam order (first or second), and locations of ROIs on other scans for the same subject. ROIs were co-localized automatically to the corresponding wave images and then modified to include only areas with adequate wave amplitude and relatively free of wave interference [31] . For 2D MRE, the final ROIs were created by excluding values not meeting the R 2 threshold of 0.95 on the confidence map.
For 3D MRE, the final ROIs were created by taking the union of the ROIs drawn on the three sets of orthogonal wave images [27] . For each MRE scan, a single composite liver stiffness value was defined as the median stiffness value of all pixels in each ROI in all slices. Although previous investigators have used either the mean or the median per-pixel stiffness values, we used the median stiffness values because they are more robust against outliers. The cumulative liver ROI size for each scan was recorded as a quantitative surrogate of wave-image quality.
Statistical analysis
Liver stiffness values and liver ROI sizes for 2D and 3D MRE under each condition were summarized descriptively.
Repeatability of 2D and 3D MRE under different conditions
Measurement repeatability between exams was assessed for both 2D and 3D MRE under each of the four conditions using the following statistical metrics proposed by the quantitative imaging biomarker alliance (QIBA) [11] : Bias = mean difference between two repeated measurements Repeatability coefficient (RC) = 1.96 times the standard deviation for the difference between two repeated measurements taken under identical conditions Limit of agreement (LOA) = bias ± RC Intraclass correlation coefficient (ICC) = ratio of between-subject variance to the sum of between-and within-subject variance A 95% confidence interval was computed for each ICC. Significance of bias was tested with a one-tail t test.
Reproducibility of 2D and 3D MRE under different conditions
Reproducibility was assessed for both 2D and 3D MRE performed under the following paired conditions: Reproducibility of measurements made with different breath-hold phases (end-inspiration, end-expiration) while holding driver type (flexible, rigid) constant.
Reproducibility of measurements made with different driver types (rigid, flexible) while holding breath-hold phase (end-inspiration, end-expiration) constant.
As proposed by QIBA, the following metrics were used to evaluate reproducibility [11] :
These reproducibility metrics are analogous to the repeatability metrics, except they account for the variations between the paired conditions under evaluation [11] . As before, the 95% confidence interval was computed for each CCC. Significance of bias was tested with a one-sample t test.
2D and 3D ROI size as a surrogate of wave-image quality
Because MRE-based stiffness estimation is derived from the wavelength of the imaged shear waves, wave-image quality is an important factor for its accuracy. In the current practice, a trained image analyst places an ROI on the elastogram of the liver to include regions of uniform waves without significant interference, so the ROI size represents the region of the liver with shear waves of adequate quality for reliable stiffness estimation. Thus, ROI size represents a practical, albeit subjective, surrogate for wave-image quality.
For both 2D and 3D MRE, ROI size was modeled as a function of breath-hold phase, driver type, and their interaction using a linear mixed effect (LME) model. A random (subject-specific) intercept was fitted to adjust for within-subject dependence. The difference in ROI size between breath-hold phases and driver types for 2D and 3D MRE was estimated from the LME model.
All statistical analyses were performed using ''R'' statistical computing software (version 3.1.2 (2014-10-31) R: A language and environment for statistical computing. R Foundation for Statistical Computing, Vienna, Austria).
Results
Representative images of 2D and 3D MRE are shown in Figs. 1 and 2 , respectively. Note that there is one set of wave images for 2D MRE (representing displacements along the z-direction) and three sets of wave images for 3D MRE (representing displacements along the x-, y-, and z-directions). Comparing the elastograms between row 1 (rigid driver and end-inspiration) and row 2 Fig. 1 . Example of 2D MRE generated data for one subject at each combination of respiratory phase and driver type. Each row represents the magnitude image (left), wave image (middle), and elastogram (right) from one 2D MRE scan. For the wave image and the elastogram, only the region within the liver is shown and overlaid on the magnitude image for easier visualization. The white line represents the manually traced region of interest (ROI). The elastogram is color coded from purple to red for stiffness range from 0 to 8 kPa. The wave images are color coded with red in the positive direction and blue in the negative direction; the magnitude is coded by the brightness.
(flexible driver and end-inspiration) in Fig. 1 , we noted a moderate increase in stiffness at the posterior margin of the liver. This is a known artifact in 2D MRE, in which overestimation of stiffness values can be seen occasionally at the boundary of the organ imaged [22] .
Liver stiffness values 2D and 3D MRE liver stiffness values measured under various conditions are plotted in Fig. 3 , with the median values overlain. Under all conditions, liver stiffness values tended to be higher (greater cohort median) and more variable (wider cohort interquartile range) for 2D than 3D MRE. For both 2D and 3D MRE, liver stiffness values tended to be higher and more variable at endinspiration than at end-expiration, regardless of driver type. By comparison, stiffness values measured using rigid and flexible drivers were similar, regardless of breath-hold phase. Statistical comparisons were not made.
Repeatability of 2D and 3D MRE under various conditions
The repeatability of 2D and 3D MRE liver stiffness values measured under various conditions is summarized in Table 2 
Expiration vs. inspiration reproducibility of 2D and 3D MRE
The reproducibility of 2D and 3D MRE liver stiffness values measured under different respiratory phases is summarized in Table 3 and Fig. 6 . Regardless of driver type, stiffness tended to be lower at end-expiration than Fig. 2 . Example of 3D MRE generated data for one subject at each combination of respiratory phase and driver type. Each row represents the magnitude image, elastogram, and three sets of wave image from one 3D MRE scan. The wave images depicted tissue displacements along the x-direction, y-direction, and z-direction, respectively.
end-inspiration for both 2D and 3D MRE, with the biases statistically significant and more pronounced for 3D (-0.13 to -0.19 kPa, depending on driver) than for 2D (-0.07 to -0.08 kPa). Expiration vs. inspiration RDCs were slightly greater for 2D MRE (0.44-0.54, depending on driver) than for 3D MRE (0.30-0.31).; CCCs were modest for both techniques (0.71-0.72 for 2D MRE; 0.61-0.73 for 3D MRE). 4 . Boxplots summarizing ROI sizes for 2D and 3D MRE under different conditions. For each MRE method, the boxplots are grouped by driver type (different columns) and then by breath-hold phase (different shading). ROI sizes between methods are not comparable due to differences in the numbers of acquired slices (4 for 2D MRE, 28-32 for 3D MRE).
Rigid vs. flexible driver reproducibility of 2D and 3D MRE
The reproducibility of 2D and 3D MRE liver stiffness values measured using different driver types is summarized in Table 4 and Fig. 7 . For both 2D and 3D MRE, stiffness values were not meaningfully affected by driver type, regardless of breath-hold phase. Interdriver biases were small (absolute values £0.07 kPa) and not statistically significant. Interdriver RDCs and CCCs ranged between 0.10-0.44 and 0.79-0.94, respectively. Nominally, measurements with different drivers were slightly more reproducible for 3D MRE than for 2D MRE, but the differences were not formally compared.
ROI size (wave quality) for 2D and 3D MRE under various conditions
ROI sizes for 2D and 3D MRE under different conditions are plotted in Fig. 4 , with median ROI sizes overlain. 2D MRE and 3D MRE were not comparable because of differences in the number of acquired slices. Hence, the y-axes are scaled differently. As summarized in Table 5 , 2D MRE ROI size was 10.9 cm 2 (15%) larger at expiration than inspiration (p = 0.01) in the LME model; 2D MRE ROI size was not significantly affected by driver type (difference of 2.3%, p = 0.69), and 3D MRE ROI size was not significantly affected by respiratory phase or driver type (differences of -4.4% and 8.4%, p = 0.42 and 0.11) in the LME model. There was Table 2 . Table 4 . Table 3 . no significant interaction between driver type and respiratory phase, so an interaction term was not included in the final LME model.
Discussion
Key findings
In this preliminary study, repeatability and reproducibility of 2D and 3D MRE under four conditions were evaluated in a small cohort of healthy adult volunteers. 2D MRE is potentially repeatable (RC = 0.29-0.36, ICC = 0.86-0.91) under all conditions except for rigid driver at end-inspiration (RC = 0.49, ICC = 0.71). 3D MRE is also potentially highly repeatable under all conditions (RC = 0.16-0.26, ICC = 0.84-0.96). Reproducibility for measurements made in different breath-hold phases was imperfect. A bias was observed, with stiffness values higher at end-inspiration than end-expiration, and the differences were significant for 3D MRE. Breath-hold phase also contributed to measurement variability, as evidenced by the modest inspiration vs. expiration RDCs (0.30-0.54) and CCCs (0.61-0.72). In keeping with these observations, the interquartile range of stiffness values across the cohort was wider for end-inspiratory than endexpiratory measurements. By comparison, measurements with different drivers are likely reproducible, and no significant bias was found between driver types. Additionally, variability was acceptable, with generally low RDCs (0.10-0.44) and high CCCs (0.79-0.94). Under all conditions, liver stiffness values tended to be higher for 2D than 3D MRE.
Interpretation of results
2D MRE performed at end-expiration using a rigid driver is the technique currently available for clinical use. Ins, inspiration; Exp, expiration; RDC, reproducibility coefficients; LOA, limit of agreement; CCC, concordance correlation coefficients * The bias is calculated as the mean value in expiration minus the mean value in inspiration. Hence, a negative bias indicates that liver stiffness values measured in expiration were less than those measured in inspiration
The high interexamination ICC (0.86) observed in our study for this technique is consistent with previously reported results (ICC~0.85-0.94; [13, 14, 17, 32] ). The other MRE technical variants examined in this study have not been described as extensively in the literature [33] . Our study suggests that most of these variants-including 2D MRE using a flexible driver at endinspiration, and 3D MRE under any tested condition-are likely to have good repeatability. Repeatability was worse for 2D MRE using a rigid driver at end-inspiration.
We detected a small but significant bias between endexpiration and end-inspiration using 3D MRE, with stiffness estimates being greater at end-inspiration. This bias suggests that inspiration transiently increases liver stiffness in healthy adults. Although our study was not designed to examine the mechanism, a plausible explanation is that the liver experiences different static deformation between end-inspiration and end-expiration and hence results in different stiffness due to nonlinearity in tissue elasticity. This can also potentially explain the high variability in stiffness estimates between healthy adults at end-inspiration because individuals differ in their end-inspiratory capacity, thus resulting in variable changes in stiffness. The bias was not significant using 2D MRE, possibly because the slightly greater variability of 2D MRE stiffness measurements reduced the power to detect a small but true effect, especially with our small sample size. Our finding suggests that breath-hold phase is potentially a confounding factor for hepatic stiffness measurements. Thus, we do not recommend comparing stiffness measurements at different breath-hold phases. In the future, it will be interesting to evaluate MREbased hepatic stiffness measurements throughout the respiratory cycle in order to understand the complete nonlinear relationship between the imposed strain and hepatic stiffness, which might provide a more comprehensive and robust evaluation of the biomechanics of hepatic tissues.
We detected no statistically significant bias between the two driver types. With the exception of 2D MRE at end-inspiration, RDCs (~0.19-0.37) between driver types were comparable to RCs (~0.20-0.36) for repeated estimates. These finding are consistent with other reproducibility studies on the two drivers in a cohort of volunteers as well as patients with different fibrosis stages (no statistically significant bias; RDC~0.5) [19, 25] .
As expected, hepatic stiffness estimates for 2D MRE were slightly higher than those for 3D MRE when performed appropriately [22, 27] . Hepatic 2D MRE is typically performed at the widest cross section of the liver, in which the shear waves tend to propagate parallel to the axial-imaging plane, so the assumption of the simplified 2D inversion model is approximately valid [22, 27] . For 2D and 3D MRE, difference in sizes of ROIs drawn for different conditions (expiration vs. inspiration; rigid driver vs. flexible driver) was estimated using an LME model. Shown are the mean differences and their 95% confidence intervals (as well as the mean percent differences and their 95% confidence intervals). A positive mean difference means ROI size was larger in expiration or using the rigid driver, depending on the condition being modeled. There was no interaction between driver and respiratory phase. Percentage difference for expiration vs. inspiration is defined as (stiffness in expiration-stiffness in inspiration)/(stiffness in expiration). Percentage difference in stiffness between rigid vs. flexible driver is defined as (stiffness using rigid driver-stiffness using flexible driver)/(stiffness using rigid driver) However, this is not always true. Shear waves might travel obliquely at the boundaries of an organ, resulting in a longer apparent wavelength when using a 2D inversion model, so hepatic 2D MRE may overestimate the stiffness value in these regions [22, 27] . One such example is the posterior margin of the liver shown in Fig. 1 (row 2) [27, 34] .This overestimation does not meaningfully affect the accuracy of 2D MRE for predicting fibrosis compared to histology, however, as these regions of erroneous stiffness measurements are excluded during ROI analysis [5, 6] .
Technical implications
2D and 3D MRE is potentially repeatable under most conditions [13, 14, 32] . This suggests that newer MRE variants potentially can be suitable for longitudinal stiffness monitoring, but larger studies are required to validate these preliminary results. Stiffness tended to be higher and more variable at end-inspiration than at endexpiration, suggesting that breath-hold phase might be an important confounding factor in MRE-based hepatic stiffness measurements, as discussed earlier.
Although not tested in our study, this higher variability would be expected to reduce the accuracy for fibrosis staging crosssectionally using population-based cutoff values and for monitoring longitudinally. If patients can tolerate only end-inspiratory breath-holding, however, users should be aware that the published 2D MRE cutoffs for fibrosis staging do not apply, as they were developed with endexpiratory scanning, which measures stiffness at a different hepatic strain state. Because interdriver variability was small and there was no statistically significant bias between the two drivers, liver stiffness measurements using both drivers are likely equivalent. 2D and 3D MRE liver measurements differ, indicating that stiffness values collected with the two methods cannot be pooled. Informally, 3D MRE provided slightly higher repeatability (lower RCs, higher ICCs) than 2D MRE, regardless of driver type or breath-hold phase. These results should not be interpreted as indicating that 3D MRE is inherently superior to 2D MRE, however, as the difference may simply reflect more extensive liver sampling by the greater number of 3D MRE slices or differences in the details of the 2D and 3D pulse sequences and inversion algorithms. To more meaningfully compare 2D vs. 3D MRE, future work should control for the number of slices, but this was outside the scope of our preliminary study.
Limitations
Our preliminary study was limited by small sample size, which creates moderate uncertainty in the statistical estimate of the repeatability and reproducibility metrics and prevents formal statistical comparisons of repeatability metrics for different methods and conditions. Our study cohort consisted of healthy adults, which limits generalizability to adults with liver disease, to obese individuals, and to children. We did not randomize the order in which MRE scans were performed, thus potential biases related to scanning order cannot be excluded. Further investigation of these methods and conditions is warranted in larger cohorts of adult and pediatric patients with chronic liver disease of variable etiology and severity and spanning a range of body habitus.
Conclusion
This preliminary study in healthy adults suggests that hepatic 2D and 3D MRE is potentially repeatable under all conditions. In addition, hepatic stiffness measurements with rigid and flexible driver are likely to be reproducible, and respiratory phase might be an important confounding factor in MRE-based hepatic stiffness measurements. The study results are consistent with the standard recommendation that MRE acquisition be performed at end-expiration, as this state reduces measurement variability.
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